
Description of Rendering Error on Intel 
UHD 620 

Overview 
The error occurs in a Direct3d 12 Program used to visualize knitted Fabrics like pullovers, t-shirts and 
socks. The name of the program is Create Plus, see: 
https://www.stoll.com/en/software/kinnovation-create-plus. Create Plus supports a very detailed 
visualization of Fabric where every hair of the yarn is rendered as realistic as possible. The goal is to 
enable the user to judge the effect of different yarns on the overall appearance of the fabric piece. 
Below you can see an overview image of a pullover. In Create Plus you are able to zoom in until one 
stitch fills the whole screen and every hair of the wool is visible. This image was rendered using a 
NVidia 960 graphic card: 

 

According to our tests a rendering error occurs only on devices with Intel 620 UHD Graphic. We are 
able to reproduce the error on four different devices this kind. The version of the graphics driver 



does not influence the result. We are currently using the newest driver (30.0.101.1191) but the result 
is identical with older drivers. The error occurs on Windows 10 and Windows 11. We also tested on 
Computers with different graphics hardware. The Error does not occur on the following graphic cards 
using old and new device drivers: 

NVIDIA Geforce GTX 960, NVIDIA RTX 2060 Super, NVIDIA RTX 3080,  NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1650, 
NVIDIA Geforce RTX 3060, some models of AMD Readon RX500, some AMD Ryzen CPUs with on chip 
Readon Graphik. Unfortunately we do not have any other graphics hardware from Intel. Therefore 
we cannot say of the error could be reproduced on other Intel system than UHD 620. 

Fact 1: There is a display error on Intel 620 UHD that cannot be reproduced on NVIDIA or AMD 
hardware. 

Fact 2: All Systems used the exact same Version of our Software.  

Analysis of the Error 
The Error can be reproduced using the knitting design software Create Plus. Since Create Plus has  
Millions of Lines of Code in C# and C++ it is very hard to debug and analyze the error using the full 
Create Plus System. 

Therefore we produced a small test program that can be used to demonstrate the error. This 
program is written in C++ only, so graphics debuggers like Pix and Nsight can be used. 

Using this Program we found the following results: 

1) The error only occurs when the Direct3d shaders are compiled with „optimize“ switched on. 
The error cannot be reproduced in the debug version. It also disappears when the optimizer 
is turned off in the release version. 

2) The Error occurs in the hull shader. All other shaders (Vertex, Domain, Geometry and Pixel) 
can be compiled with optimize. 

3) The error disappears when the output datatype of the patch constant function is modified a 
little: 

 
 

  



Error occurs (Variant A): 

struct HS_CONSTANT_DATA_OUTPUT_BEZIER_BY_GRAFIC 
{ 
    float4 leftClipPlane : LEFT_CLIP_PLANE; 
    float4 rightClipPlane : RIGHT_CLIP_PLANE; 
    float tesselationFactor[2]              : SV_TessFactor; 
    float2 minMaxArcLength : MIN_MAX_ARC_LENGTH; 
    uint flagsAndKeIndex : KEINDEX; 
    float tension : TENSION; 
}; 

 

 
 
 

  



 
Error does not occur (Variant B): 

struct HS_CONSTANT_DATA_OUTPUT_BEZIER_BY_GRAFIC 
{ 
    float4 rightClipPlane : RIGHT_CLIP_PLANE; 
    float4 leftClipPlane : LEFT_CLIP_PLANE; 
    float tesselationFactor[2]              : SV_TessFactor; 
    float2 minMaxArcLength : MIN_MAX_ARC_LENGTH; 
    uint flagsAndKeIndex : KEINDEX; 
    float tension : TENSION; 
}; 

 

 
 
The only difference between the two versions is the order of the Variables leftClipPlane and 
rightClipPlane. First rightClipPlane and the leftClipPlae works correctly, the other way round results in 
a wrong image. 

If this would be a C++ program there could be some problem with the memory layout or uninitialized 
Variables but we are not using C++ here. 

We are using HLSL. Therefore the shader compiler controls the memory layout and guaranties that 
every output is correctly initialized. Therefore it is not possible to create an error like this in HLSL. 

Possible cause of the error 
Situation:: The same code runs on all tested systems with Graphics hardware from Intel, Nvidia and 
AMD. Therefore the same shader bytecode (DXBC) is sent to the graphics driver on all Systems. The 
graphics driver just in time compiles the DXBC to machine code for the installed hardware.  

The error can be analyzed by comparing the machine code generated for Variant A and Variant B. 
There should not be a big difference since the only change is the order of two variables. Indeed there 
is only a small difference in the DXBC sent to the driver. 



We were able to disassemble the generated code of both variants using PIX. We found that the code 
contains a lot off differences between Variant A and Variant B. Also the code for Variant A (the wrong 
one) is significantly longer. This is unexpected since the input DXBC differs only in two assembly 
instructions. I do not understand the disassembled shader code since I was unable to find a 
description of the instruction set used. 

Summary 
The most plausible explanation for the observed behavior is an error in the grapics driver for Intel 
620 UHD.  

Therefore we send this bug report. 

We are able to supply the test program used to reproduce this error in source code. It is visual 
studio project that can be opened with visual studio 2019 or 2022. 

We are also willing to support in any way we can.  

Create Plus runs on Intel 620 UHD without problems, except for this bug. It is a little slower than with 
more potent graphics hardware form NVidia, but it is good enough for most users. Currently we have 
a workaround for the bug, but we cannot be sure that this will always be possible.  


